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mE PROTOEVANGEUUM IN mE UGHT 
OF mE MAGISTERIUM 
In pronouncing sentence on the seducer of our first par-
ents, God said, according to one of the several probable trans- ..... 
lations of Genesis 3, 15: 
"I wtll put enm1ty beh\>een you and the woman, 
between your seed and her seed; 
He shall crush your head, 
and you shall lie in wait for his heel. ' 1 
The passage has come to be known as the "Protoevan-
ge1ium" or "ProtogospeP' because, as not a few Church 
Fathers recognized, and as a number of Popes have confirmed, 
in this malediction pronounced upon Satan God announced to 
fa1len mankind the Ftrst Glad Ttdings of a future Redeeme0 
, The overwhelming majority of Cathohc scholars (exegetes 
as well as dogmatic theologtans) today agree that the Proto-
~vangelium refers, in some truly Scnptural sense, not only to 
1 The Holy Btbl~, translated • by Members of the Catholu: Btblual 
Assoaatwn of Antenca, sptmsorcd by the EPiscopal Commtltee of the Con~, 
fraterntly of Chrlltwn Doctrine, 1 (2nd ed, Paterson, 1953) The above 
rendenng IS offered Without preJudice to other plaus1ble "erswns of the dtffi.~ 
cult Hebrew ongmal, whose ambiguitl~s are such as to make any translatiOn 
1n part interpretation / 
2 For elample, Leo XIII, Enc Tamelst, Nov l, 1900 "In the first dawn 
of the world's hiStory, God Himself had pronused Hun (Chmt the Redeemer) 
to us, as the victor and conqueror of 'the serpent'", The Great Encyclical 
Letters of Pope Leo Xlll (New York, 1903) 464 Ptus XII, m the Apost 
Constlt Muntficentisstmus Dem, speal..s of "the Protocvangehum" as foretel-
ling Chmt's "complete victory over sm and death", AAS 32 (1950) 768 For 
Church Fathers 'ollho mterpret Gen 3, 15 Chnstologically, cf R Laurentin, 
L'interpretatJon de la Genese J, 15 dans la trad1t10n JUsqu'au tUbut du Xlll• 
steele, m La Nouvtlle P.ve, 1 (BSFEJI, 12, lll54) 77-156 On the hiStOry of 
the term "ProtoC\ angel: urn" see G Rosclnm, 0 S M, Come e quando e sorto 
:l ltlolo dt 'Protevangelo,' m Mm 18 (1956) 344-347. 
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Christ but also to His Blessed Mother, and may therefore be 
used, when relevant, as a theological place for constructing a 
Scriptural argument for Mariological theses 8 
Indeed, as Laurentin noted with some disapproval/ many 
consider the Protoevangelium to contain "all Mariology in a 
nutshell." 5 tQur concern is not whether all of these manifold 
applications of the passage to Mariology are valid, but whether 
any of them can be valid.' In other words, this paper confines 
itself to the fundamental question of the very existence of a 
Marian meaning m Gen. 3, 15-,-does the inspired Protoevan~ 
gelium really refer to the Blessed Virgin in some truly Scrip~ 
tural sense, as opposed to the so~called accommodated sense_? 
How sure can we be of the Marian interpretation of the famous 
text, and on what grounds? 
, At one stage of its deliberations, the special commission 
appointed by Pope Pius LX to study the definability of the 
Immaculate Conception concluded that the latter privilege of 
Our Lady could be proved from the very words of Gen 3, 15-
8 For modern partisans of the Marmn interpretabon of the Protoevan~ 
gehum, as well as for the relabvely few dissenters, see V Bertelli, L'interpre~ 
tazione mar:o/ogrro del Protoevangelo (Gen 3, 15} neg!: esegeti e teolog: dopo la 
BoUa 'lnrf!ablliS D•us' d1 Pw IX (1854~1948}, m Jlm 13 (1951) 251-291, 
idem, lheiiSO mar:ologiCo p,eno e d unso letterale dd Protoevangelo (Gen 3, 15) 
dalla 'lnef!abllu DrUJ' al19-18, m Mm 13 (1951) 359-395; B. Mariam, OFM, 
L'lmmacolata nei Protoevangelo Gen 3, 15, m Vgl 3 (Rome, 1955) 29-99, 
J. Carol, 0 FM, The ApostoliC Conshtutwn '.Afumftcent~.rsimus Deus' and 
Our Blrssed Lady's Cored(mPtlon, in AER 25 (1951/II) 255-213, especially 
258-253. 
4 Cf Laurcnbn, art ot, 19 
1:1 Thus D Unger, 0 F M Cap, The Use of Sacred Scnpture m !tfariology, 
1n MS 1 (1950) 75 Similarly, Bertelli, art cit, Mm 13 (1951) 394, C Hauret, 
Beginnmgs GeneSJS and Modern Sc1ence (trans! from the 4th French ed!.bon, 
Dubuque, 1955) 225 For varymg eshmates of the Protoevangehum'~ doc-
tnnal content reg:trdmg the Blessed Mother, see D Unger, The Fmt-Gospel· 
GeneSJS 3,15 (St Bonaventuw, 1954) 294-322, J. Carol, OF.M, De Corre-
dempttrme Beatae V1rgmu Marwe (Vabcan C1ty, 1950) 118, w1th note 79, 
A Bea, S J, Marw SS, nel Proto11angelo (Gen. 3, 15), in Mm 15 (1953) 21. 
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"dalle parole stesse" 6 Few today would agree with this. For, 
few today would seriously insist that, in the present state of 
our Biblical knowledge, a Marian meaning of the Proto· 
evangelium can be established with certainty merely from a 
scientific exegesis of the text in its context, using only the re-
sources proper to such exegesis, namely, philology and literary 
criticism 
In fact, there are Catholic scholars who doubt that the 
purely rational criteria of scientific exegesis can ascertain even 
the Christological sense, that is, the soteriological-Messianic 
import, of the Protoevangelium 7 Be that as it may, it is gen-
erally accepted that, although rational criteria may succeed in 
rendering the Marian interpretation of our text probable, only 
theological criteria can render it certain.8 
Theological criteria, when available, are valid and legiti-
mate aids in discerning the genuine meaning of the inspired 
Word. For, the sense which the Holy Spirit, the principal 
author of Sacred Scripture, intended to impart and did impart 
6 Cf A Lenneu, S J , Duae quaestrones de BuUtJ 'lnejJablks Deus/ in Gr 
24 {1943) 349 
7 Cf, e g, J, Coppens, Lt proUvangde, Un nouvtl essai d't;tiglse, in ETL 
26 {1950) 12-13, J McKem:1e, SJ, The Two-Edged Sword (Milwaukee, 
1956) 96-104, 190-191, rdem, The Lrtuary Characteristks of Genesis 2-J, m 
TS IS (1954) 541-572, E Sutcliffe, S J, in A Catholic Commentary on Holy 
Scripture (ed by B Orchard, London, 1953) n 145, d; T, Maertens, La 
mort a dgnt dtPUIS Adam Gentse II, 4b-III, 24 (Bruges, 1951) 80, Laurentm, 
art at, 83, 110, note 159 Surely B Rtgau"t, 0 F M, La femnu d son lrgnage 
dans Genese III, 14-15, m RB 61 {1954) 321-348, goes too far when he con-
tends, pp 324-328, that the Clmstologtcal sense of Gen 3, IS cannot be estab-
lished even from theological critena 
8 Cf, e g, A-M Dubarle, 0 P, Les fondements brblrques du litre marial 
de Nouvelle Eve, m .AUlanges Jules Lebreton, 1 (RSR 39, 1951) 60, wtth note 
17; Sutchffe, in A CatholiC Commentary on Holy Scripture, n 145, d-e; A. 
Bea, S J, Bulla 'lnef!abd'J Deus' et humeneutua bibhro, In Vgl 3 {1955) 15 
For some recent attempts to show the probability of a Marian interpretation 
of Gen. 3, 15 by rational cntena alone, see Bea, art. dt, Mm 15 (1953) 4-9; 
Coppens, art at, 5-36, Manam, art dt, 76-94, Rigaux, art, cit, 321-349, 
Unger, op at, 235-264 
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in a given Biblical passage IS not necessarily limited to what 
can be determined merely from an exegetical consideration of 
the text, seen in its more or less proximate contextAften 
that sense, even if it be a matter of the literal sense, must be 
ascertamed by theological criteria, must be gathered from 
elsewhere--from authoritative interpretations by the 1\fagis-
terium, from parallel passages of the Bible, from the consent 
of the Church's Fathers and Doctors, from the tradition of 
the Church, from the analogy of faith.11 While urging the 
Church's scholars to make all legitimate use of rational criteria, 
the Sovereign Pontiffs, for example, Leo XIII and Pius XII, 
have repeatedly warned of their insufficiency when deahng 
with a divine book, and of the need of recourse to theological 
criteria.10 
Chief among the latter criteria is the Magisterium or teach-
ing authority of the Church, a Magisterium divinely instituted, 
and divinely assisted by that same Holy Spirit who is the 
principal author of Sacred Scripture As Pope Pius XII 
pointed out in his Encyclical on Biblical Studies, echoing his 
predecessors and the Tridentine and Vatican Councils: 
9Cf Bea, art e~t, in Vgl 3 (1955) 11-17; Unger, art. crt, in MS 1 
(1950) 102-112, G Ftlograssi, S J, De Sancb:mma Eucharistia (5th ed, 
Rome, 1953) 51-64, C Boyer, SJ, Les kfons de l'Encycltque 'Humanl generis/ 
m Gr 31 (1950) 529-531; F Asens10, S J, La Enculica 'Humam genem' y la 
Escntura, lll Gr 31 (1950) 554-561, M Pemador, CM.F, La Sagrada Escn-
tura en la Manologia durante los Ulhmos veintictnco aiios, in ASC 4 (Rome 
1951) 24-25; uiem, De argumento Scnptumttco 111 Mariologia, in EphM 1 
(1951) 313-322. 
lOCf. Leo XIII, Enc. Provtdentusimus Deus, Nov, 18, 1893, P1us XU, 
Enc Dtvtno af!lante Spmtu, Sept 30, 19.J.3, Letter of the Btbltcal Commission 
to the Archb:shops and Buhops of Italy, Aug 20, 1941, Imtruct:on of the 
Btbltcal Commmion on Teachmg Saatd Scripture, May 13, 1950 The rele-
vant passages may be seen m EB (2nd ed, revised and augmented, Rome, 
1954), nn. 108-113, 531, 550-554, 597-598, Engllsb trans! lll Rome and the 
Study of Scnpture (6th ed, newly revised and enlarged, St Memrad, 1958), 
14-17, 92-95, 143, 158-159 See also P1us XII, Enc Humani genuis, Aug 12, 
1950; m EB, nn 611-613, NCJVC. Engllsh trans!, nn 21-24 
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~'The commentators of the Sacred Letters, mindful of the 
fact that here there is question of a dtVmely inspired text, the 
care and interpretation of which have been confided to the 
Church by God Hmtself, should no less diligently take into ac-
count the explanations and declarations of the teachmg authority 
of the Church " 11 
Repeating this admonition in the Encyclical Humani 
generis, the same Holy Father said: 
"What is called poSitive theology cannot be equated with 
mere hiStorical science. For, together With these sources of 
revelatiOn (Scripture and Tradition) God has giVen to His 
Church a living 1\Iagistenum to elucidate and explain what is 
contained in the deposit of faith only obscurely and, as 1t were, 
implicitly .•.. Holy Scnpture is to be explamed according to 
the mind of the Church which Christ our Lord has appointed 
guardian and interpreter of the whole deposit of dlVmely re-
vealed truth " 12 
A few years later, Pius XII specifically and emphatically 
applied the foregoing nonns to the study of Mariology.18 
/These and other declarations of Pope Pius XII make it 
clear that the Magisterium should be, not a last resort, but 
the first resort for all Catholic theologians, Biblical scholars 
included. 14 Sound theological method reqmres that one should 
11 Dwmo ojjlant~ Spmtu, m EB n 551; Rome and th~ Study of Scrip-
tur~, 93, Cf Conahum Tndentmum, ses.uo I'V, m DB n, 786; Conc:lium 
Vatlcanum, s~ss10 m, cap 2, m DB n. 1788 
12 EB nn 611, 612 , N C W C. Englv;h trans!. (shghtly altered above) 
nn, 21, 22. 
lSRadio M~ge Inter complures, Oct 24, 1954, to the Second Inter-
natJ.Onal Manologtcal Congress m Rome, AAS 46 (1954) 677-680, Enghsh 
trnnsl in The Pope Speaks 1 (1954) 343-346. 
14 Cf G Shea, Theology and the Magl.ftertum, in PCTSA 12 (1957) 217-
231, C Balif, OF.M, preface to Vgl 3 (1955) vi-Vlll; C. Colombo, La melo· 
dologUJ e la sistemazwne teolog~ca, m Problemi e Orientamenti d1 Teologia 
Dommatica, edited by the Ponhfical TheQ!ogical Faculty of Milan, 1 (Milan, 
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begin with what the Magisterium has had to say.JtFor, in the 
resounding words of the Humani generis, the Magtsterium "in 
matters of faith and morals must be the proximate and uni-
versal criterion of truth for all theologians, since to it has been 
entrusted by Christ Our Lord the whole deposit of faith-
Sacred Scnpture and Tradition-to be preserved, guarded and 
interpreted." 15 
Therefore it is mistaken to suppose, as is sometimes done/0 
that philology and literary criticism should be the Cathohc 
exegete's normal point of departure in his elucidation of a 
Btblical passage. It is unwarranted to criticize Father Unger's 
book, The First-Gospel, on the grounds that it views the Proto-
evangelium in the hght of the Magisterium and other theo-
logical criteria before turmng to rational criteria.11 And it is 
a misleading oversimplification to declare that "the role (and 
the honor) of exegesis is to prepare, not to justify, theological 
conclusions." 18 According to the Humaui generts, the noblest 
office of theology is to show how the teachings of the Magis-
terium are founded in Scripture or Tradition.19 Pope Leo 
XIII inculcated the very same lesson when, in his Encyclical 
Providenttssimus Deus, he declared that "the first and dearest 
object of the Catholic commentator should be ... to prove by 
all the resources of science, that sound hermeneutical laws 
admit of no other interpretation" of a Btblical passage than 
the one already authentically given by the Magisterium.20/ 
Where this cannot be done, we may add, the Catholic exegete 
1951) 15-20, and, m the same volume, L Vagaggm1, C.M, lspira::ione biblica 
e quest10m connesse, 218-ZZO, 229, see also the authors oted supra, footnote 9 
U AAS 42 (1950} 561, A' C 1V C English trans! n 18 
16 See, e g, Coppens, art at, 6 
1T So ran a cntmsm by R de Vaux, O.P, in RB 62 (19SS) 277. 
18 See agam R de Vaux, loc cit. 
19 Cf EB n 611, N C TV C. English transl n 21 See Boyer, art. cit, 
529-S30 
~o EB n 1011; Rome and the Study of Scnplure, IS 
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should strive to show that the Church's interpretation of a 
text is a probable or at least possible one, compatible with 
sound hermeneutics. So, then, that which the above-mentioned 
oversimplification described as "the role11 of exegesis is only 
one of the latter's functions. It is the role of which Leo XIII 
said in the same Encyclical on Biblical Studies: "In those pas-
sages of Holy Scripture which have not as yet received a 
certain and definite interpretation [the exegete's] labors may, 
in the benignant providence of God, prepare for and bring to 
maturity the judgment of the Church.11 21 
/The foregoing general reflections on the pre-eminence of 
the Magisterium as a norm for determining the true meaning 
of Holy Writ have especial Importance for and application to 
the question of the Marian interpretation of the Protoevan-
gelium. For, as we have already insisted, the rational criteria 
presently at our disposal do not suffice to settle that question.22 
But further, neither, it seems, do the theological criteria, other 
than and independently of the Magisterium, suffice, if the fol-
lowing brief evaluation be correct/ · 
Seeking light on Gen. 3, IS from elsewhere in the Bible, 
numerous modern studws, for example, those of Braun,23 have 
21 Loc at 
22 We do not wish to eJ~:clude the poSSibility that further progress in 
Bibhcal studres may one day enable scientific eJ~:eges.ts to establish the Manan 
mterpretabon of the Protoevangehum mth certarnty Modern researchers 
have already contnbuted notably toward that end, d, F -M Braun, 0 P, 
Eve d Mane dans les deux Testaments, m La Nouvelle Eve, 1 (BSFEAI, 12, 
1954) 14 
23 Cf F -M Braun, OP , La Mire des fidiles (2nd ed, revised and aug-
mented, Paris, 1954), Idem, Eve et Mane dans ks deux Testaments, in La 
Nouvelle Eve, I (BSFEM, 12, 1954) 9-34, on the latter essay, see, m the 
same volume-, Laurenbn, art Cit, 114, coll 83 Among others we may men-
tion A-M Dubarle, art, at, 49-64, J Bnnktnne, Das Protoevangel1um (Gen 
J, 15) und die Unbefteckte Empfiingnis Martens, 1ll Vgl 3 (1955) 18-28, 
Peinador, art at, in ASC 4 (1951) 38-58, R Ribanos, CM, La maternklad 
espintual de Marla en el Protoevangel10 y San Juan, m EM 7 (1948) 15-50. 
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detected, especially in the New Testament/4 above all in A poe. 
12,2~ possible confirmation of the Marian interpretation of the 
Protoevangelium, in putative parallels so stnking that one may 
legitimately ask, with Dubarle, uis this merely fortuitous coin-
cidence?" ~6 But as yet these findings are far from certain,27 
and in some instances must lean heavily on the Magisterium.28 
Turning from ((Biblical analogy" to patristic consensus, 
one finds that this, too, is a theological criterion of doubtful 
efficacy in the present question. To be sure, the morally con-
cordant interpretation by the Fathers of a Scripture text 
• b_earing on faith or morals commands the assent of faith.29 
B'ut in our opinion, such a consensus, which Pius XII acknowl-
~ 
24 E g, Luke 1, 26-28; 2, 34-35, John 19, 26-27 
2:1Cf, eg, F-M Braun, La Fem111e vltue de soletl (APoc XII), in RT 
55 (1955) 639-669, L Ceriaux, La vmon de la Femme et du Dragon de 
!'Apocalypse en rtlallon avec le ProUvangik, 10 Vgi 3 (1055) 116-131; A 
Romeo, La Donna ravvolta dol solr, Madre d: Cnslo e de1 cnsttam, nel cielo 
(Apoc 12), 10 Vgi J, 216-258, B Le FrolS, SVD, The Woman Clothed with 
the Sun (Ap, JZ) (Rome, 1954) 220-222 
26 Cf Dubarle, art at, 57, 
27 J, Michl, Der Wabessame (Gen 3, 15) tn spat]ildtscher und fruhchrnt-
licher Auf!assung, 10 Btbl 33 (1952) 390-401, tontends that Gen. J, 15 exer-
cised no recogniZable 10fiuence m any book of the Old or New Testaments; 
R1gau't, art at, 325-326, agrees Sllllllarly, as to the Old Testament, J, Cop-
pens, La !tU.re du Sauveur dam !'Ancien Testament, 10 Vgi 3, 100-115 Many 
remain unconv10ced that Apoc 12 refers to Mary m any truly Bibhtal senset 
Dubarle, art at, while diSposed to acknowledge the 1mpoxt of John 19, 26-27 
for Our Lady's spintual maternity, pp 61-63, doubts the text alludes to Gen. 
3, 15 (p 64, Postscript); cf. Braun, art at, La Nouvelle Eve 1 (1954) 32, 
note 107. 
' . 
2S On the need of 10vo!.mg the 1\!aglStenum to support John 19, 26-27 as 
witnessing to the spiritual materruty, cf Pe10ador, art at, in ASC 4, 57-58; 
Le Fro!S, op crt, 227-229, appeals to the Mag15tenum for the Manan import 
of Apoc 12. Quotmg an article of Braun, G F.tlograssi, Gr 41 (1960) 92-93, 
emphasU:es the 1\!agtStenum's role 10 d1Scover10g the connectiOns between 
various passages of Holy Wnt 
29Cf DB nn 995,1788,1942,1944 
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edged to be quite rare,80 has not been demonstrated for the 
Marian interpretation of Gen. 3, 15. The arguments presented 
by Lennerz and others render it at least doubtful that Pius IX 
affirmed this consensus in the Bull bze!fabilis Deus.81 Further, 
again in view of arguments advanced by Lennerz, and later by 
StyS and Laurentin in their criticisms of Gallus, It remains 
uncertain that the Marian interpretation was in fact that of a 
relative majority of the Fathers.82 
One must, therefore, reJect the appeal to a patristic con~ 
sensus But what of another theological criterion, the tradition 
of the Church in patristic times? The wntings of the Fathers 
are organs, and indeed secondary organs, of tradition, rather 
than tradition itself.33 Many things that were part of universal 
oral tradition came to be consigned to writing only by a minor-
ity of Fathers, if at all.34 Is the Marian interpretation of our 
SO D1vmo a:Ofanle Spmtu; EB n 555, Rome and the Study a/ Scripture, 
102. 
81 Cf H Lennerz, S J , Dua~ quaest1ones de Bulla 'lnr:f!abllis Deus,' in 
G, 24 (1943) 347-356, concludes that the Bull did not affirm a consent of 
the Fathers and Eccleswb.cal Wr1ters on the Marian mterpretation of Gen 
3, 15, or even that a maJOnty of them upheld it; the Bull probably wished 
to say only that some Fathers and Ecclesiasb.c:U Wnters espoused that mter~ 
pretation Cf idem, Consemus Patrum 1n snterpretatione manolog1ca Gen 3, 
151, in Gr 27 (1945) 300-318, J. Carol, De Co"edemptwne Beatae Virgsnts 
Manae, 102-103, A. Bea, SJ, art at, lffm IS (1953) 3. Opposed is, eg, 
Unger, op Cit, 46-57. 
S2 Cf Lennerz, art at, G, 27 (1946) 300-318 Refutmg the contentions 
of T. Gallus, S J , Interpretalio marwlogica protoevangelu tempore post-
pat11!ii1Co usque ol Concthum Tridentmum (Rome, 1949), R Laurentm, art 
at, in La Nouvelle Eve 1, 79-155, I'('pOrts and confirms the findings of a 
Pohsh Jesuit, S StyS, see e.speoally 87-89 The mere fact that a tna)Ority of 
the Fathers d1d not perce1vc a Marum meaning m Gen J, IS does not, of 
course, rule out such a meaning, d Laurentm, art at, 91 
3S Cf FilograSSJ, De Sancttssima Euchartstia, 22~23; L Lercher, S J, 
lnst1tutwnes Theologroe Dogmatzcae, 1 (3rd ed, InnsbrucJ.., 1939) nn 529-
544, Carol, op Cit, 104-105 
84 Cf J. C Fenton, The Requisttes for an Infallible Pont1ficol Definttion 
Accordmg to the Commtssion of Pope Ptus IX, 1ll AER 115 (1946/ll) 378-
9
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text a case in point? This has been alieged, but never estab-
lished. In the absence of other means of determining the 
belief of the ancient Church in this matter, we have only the 
Fathers to go on.85 Now the Fathers who espoused the Marian 
interpretation give no hint that it was part of the universal 
oral tradition of thetr day. And were it in fact part, would so 
many Fathers have construed the text quite differently,36 some 
of them even in such a way as to exclude the Marian sense? 
Among the latter, StyS names St. Justin, St. Ambrose, St. 
Augustine, and St. Cyril of Alexandria.81 Laurentin adds as 
to St. Cyril that this important witness to Marian doctrine 
did not touch on Gen. 3, 15 at all in his great works on the 
Pentateuch.38 
I So much for tradition, and its organs, of the patristic era. 
But what of later times? 39 "Catholic tradition,H it has been 
said, now 11holds with moral unammity that the 'woman' of the 
Protoevangelium is Mary in a true and proper Btblical sense, 
intended and willed by God." 4-o Cited in support of this are 
the studies by Bertelli and Gallus, which tend to show that 
the Marian interpretation of our text has been that of morally 
all Catholic scholars (exegetes and dogmatic theologians) for 
the last 100 years, indeed, for the last several centuries.41 
319, G ThUs La difimtson de l'lmrmJculie Conuptson et Ia rivilat10n, 1n 
ETL 31 (1955) 38-39 
35 Theoretically, the wntmgs of the Fathers are not the on1y media for 
ascertaining the oral tradition of therr times, d Lercher, op at, l, n 529, 
Fllograsst, op at, 22 But m the present instance we are reduced to the 
Fathers 
36 Cf Laurenbn, art at , pasmn 
ST Cf ibul, 89, note 45 
38[bld' 143. 
39 TraWtion, of course, embraces all ages of the Church, tt IS not con-
fined to the patnstlc era, cf Ftlograssi, op. at, 23-24, Bea, art, crt, in Vgl 
3, 17 
4-nThus Bea, art cit, m Mm IS (1953) 19-20 
4.1 See the articles of Bertelli, ated supro, note 3; T Gallus, lnterpretatio 
mariologua Proto~vangcl1i posttndentino 1 (Rome, 1953), 2 (Rome, 1954). 
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Do we really have, in this 11consent" of modem Catholic 
biblical and dogmatic theologians, a sufficient criterion for the 
Marian meaning of the Protoevangelium? Our answer must 
begin by recalling, once again, the necessity of distinguishing 
between tradition and its organs, and between the organs of 
tradttton The primary organ is the Magisteriumj like the 
writings of the Fathers, those of theologians pertain to the 
secondary organs.\ But since theologians write as ~<doctores 
privati," not as 1lmagistri authentici," their consent does not 
enjoy the same authority as that of the Fathers 43 \ Neverthe-
less, under due conditions, their consent can be a certain cri-
terion of divine revelation.44 Do we hav{! such a consensus 
in regard to Gen. 3, 15? It is questionable.~ 
Above all, there is the doubt raised a few years ago by J. 
O'Rourke, and even before him by Laurentin.45 Calling atten-
tion to the many different and mutually exclusive ways by 
which commentators arrive at a Marian interpretation of the 
Protoevangelium, O'Rourke argues, in effect, that one may not 
speak of moral unanimity when the exponents of the seem-
ingly general interpretation reach conclusions that are really 
distinct and mutually exclusive, by arguments that are distinct 
and mutually exclusive-11Mutual discord does not effect mu-
tual agreement/' 46 
CI. Bea, art at, m Mm IS (1953) 15-16, idem, art at, in Vgl 3, 8-9, 
Peinador, art. at, m EphM l (1951) 345 
42Cf Lercher, op at, I, n 529, FllograSSI, op at, 22-24. 
43Cf Lercher, op dt, 1, n 543, coil nn 531-533 Indeed, the Fathers, 
even when speakmg as doctores prwati, excel the later commentators on Holy 
Wnt; cl. ProvuientlSJimUJ Deus, and D1vino af!lante Spmtu, m EB nn. Ill, 
113, SS4; English transl m Rome and the Study of Scripture, 16, 17, 9S. 
4-4 Cf Lercher, op at, 1, nn, 543-545, Fllograss1, op c1t, :Z4 
45 J. O'Rourke, An Ande lo Ike Manologu:al Interpretation of Genem 
3.14 (m:J-so runs the title, and the article's every reference to the Proto-
evangehum), 1n AER 135 (1955/II) 227-230, Laurentm, art at, 19, note 3a 
46 O'Rourke, art al, 229 Laurentln, loc cit • "It IS a paradox that 
under the almost general accord of Catholic authors on the 'Marian sense' 
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Hence the commentators are at one, not in the basic exe· \ 
gesis of our text, but in their common goal of showing that 
Gen. 3, 15 somehow refers to Mary. Does this common stnv· 
ing spring, as Laurentin fears, from an a priori postulate, or 
is it, as I believe, a response to the teaclungs of the modern 
Magisterium on the Protoevangehum? 41 The very fact that 
this question can and must be asked shows that the argument 
from "moral unanimity'' of Catholic commentators is not a 
sure criterion for the Marian interpretation of the Protoevan-
gelium. 
It remains for us to appraise the 11analogy of faith" as a 
possible criterion for estabhshmg the Marian interpretation of 
Gen. 3, 15. This critenon, expressly mentioned by the Encyc-
licals Providenttssimus Deus and Divino ajfiallte Spiritu as a 
genuine norm of exegesis,48 is defined as the conformity of an 
interpretation with the sum·total of doctrme which the Cath· 
olic Church teaches and professes.49 Chiefly a negative norm, 
it is also a positive one, but, as such, one which can only 
corroborate, not convince. ~0 Hence we confine ourselves to 
the analogy of faith as a negative norm, condemning as false 
any interpretation of Holy Writ which either makes the sacred 
of Gen 3, IS (an accord from which one draws too mass.ave an argument) 
there is hidden an extreme diver.aty of 'Mari.:m senses' It does not suffice, 
m effect, to d.Lstmgu!Sh Marmn literal, fuller, and typical sense, for in e:~.ch 
category there 1S room for many divergent and even opposed ways of 
evaluatmg the manner m which the Vugm is contamed m the verse. 
Among the numerous new theories Which are proposed every year, many are 
establiShed on the ruins of others " 
41 Cf Laurentin, loc Cit , from hiS notes 20 and 16Sa in the same article, 
one gathers that the distinguiShed author does not sufficiently appreciate the 
role of the Magistenum regarding the meamng of Gen 3, 15 
48 Cf EB nn 109, 551, Rome and the Study of Scripture, 15, 93 
49Cf Le Fro!S, op c1t, 229, Unger, art cit, m MS 1 (1950) 106·109, 
~o Cf Le Fro!S, op at, 229. For apphcahon of the analogy of faith, as 
a positive norm, to the mterpretabon of the Protoevangelium, see Pemador, 
art at, EphM 1 (1951) 320·321, 342, ti.km, art at, in EM '1 (1948) 354·361. 
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writers disagree one with another (or with themselves), or is 
opposed to the doctrine of the Church. 
Since, as was noted earlier, it has not yet been clearly 
demonstrated that any other passage of Sacred Scripture sup-
poses the Marian sense of Gen. 3, 15, rejection of the latter 
would not offend against the analogy of faith on this score. 
Neither would such rejection conflict with any doctrine of the 
Church, except perhaps that of the Magisterium's authority to 
interpret Holy Writ-if the Magisterium has in fact authori-
tatively taught the Marian interpretation of our text.151 
One must conclude, then, that if there is a theological 
criterion able to guarantee the Marian interpretation of Gen. 
3, 15, it can only be the Magisterium. And so we come to the 
question: What light does the latter shed on. the- Protoevan- ~~­
gelium? 
All agree that the 1\Iagisterium has never rendered solemn 
infallible judgment on the 1\Iarian sense of our text, either in 
an ex cathedra pronouncement by a Pope, or in a definition by 
an Ecumenical Council.152 
What of the infallible ordinary universal Magisterium 
lSI For eumple, reJection of the Marian sense would not entram a demal 
of the Immaculate ConceptiOn, or the Assumption, or any other Manan 
dogma or doctnne, cf, Laurentm, art, c1t, 91. Again, 5Uch rejection would 
not necessanly 1m ply reJeCb.on of the Chnstologtca). sense of Gen, 3, 15; cf, 
Laurentm, art nt, 89, note 45, also 78, for the d.Jstmctwn found among the 
Fathers bet\1/een the Chnstolog~cal and the ChrJSto-Marian interpretations of 
Gen 3, 15 
ri2 To be sure, PillS IX, in the Bull Inejjabths Deus, which contained the 
dogmatic defimtlon of the Immaculate Conception, and PIUs XII, in lwi 
Apostohc Conshtubon J!umficentl:mmus Deus, which contamed the definition 
of the Assumption, both appealed to the Protoevangehum, But these appeals 
belong to the "doctnnal considerations" advanced by the Sovereign Pontiffs 
in support of then- defimtwns, not to the infalhble defirubons themselv~ 
On the doctnnal consJderabons m InejjabtliS Deus, see R Laurcntm, The Role 
of the Papal Mag1stenum 111 the Development of the Dogma of the Immacu-
late Concept1an, m E O'Connor, C S C, editor, The Dogma of the Immacu-
late Conceptwn (Notre Dame, 1958} 313 
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exercised by Catholic bishops in their day-by-day teaching 
throughout the world? Certainly, within the last century a 
great number of bishops have asserted the Marian sense of 
the Protoevangelium-for example, the 113 btshops who at 
the Vatican Council signed a petition for the definition of the 
Assumption/3 and the many others who later, down to 1950 
A.D., signed like petitions.~4fVery likely, by now, at least, 
morally all Catholic bishops teach, with recent Popes, the 
Marian sense of Gen. 3, 15. But even if that be the case, it is 
perhaps premature to declare that this sense has been in-
falbbly guaranteed by the universal ordinary Magisterium of 
the Episcopate, since, for such a guarantee, theologians re-
quire that the episcopal consensus have demonstrably existed 
for a considerable length of time.~~ 
Be that as it may, there is still the ordinary papal Magis-
terium to be considered. After al1, the authoritative pronounce-
ments of the Magisterium on Sacred Scripture are not limited 
to those interpretations which have been taught infallibly by 
the Church's solemn judgment or by the ordinary and uni-
versal Magisterium of her episcopate. For we are also bound 
by those interpretations which have been authoritatively ex-
pounded for the universai Church by a Sovereign Pontiff 
exercising his ordmary Magisterium.~6 
To be sure, a pronouncement of the latter category is not 
of itself infallible, and hence does not demand that firm and 
irrevocable assent of divine and Catholic faith (or of ecclesias-
tical faith) which is due to the Church's infallible teachings. 
63 Cf ADSC 7 (Fre1burg in Breisgau, 1892) 869-871 
54 Cf W. Hentrlch, S J, R De MoDs, S J , Pettttones de Assumplione 
Corporea B. V. Martae tn caelum definrenda ad Sanctam Sedem delatae, 2 
(\'abean City, 1942) 731·734 For some other biShops who have espoused 
the Manan sense of our rut, see J B Carol, 0 F M,, De Co"edempttone 
Beatae Vlfgtnts J./anae, 593-598, Unger, The Ftrst-Gospel, 85-89 
ll6 Cf Len:her, op at, 1, n, 480 
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Nevertheless, as Pius XII reminded us in the Encyclical 
Humani generis~ it must not be thought that the doctrine 
authontatively enunciated m such a pronouncement does not 
demand any assent at all.117 On the contrary, such teachings 
demand what theologtans call 11religious assent." Though this 
is not an absolute assent, nevertheless it is a firm one, since all 
prudent fear of error is excluded. For, in view of the abtding 
assistance of Christ and of the Holy Spirit to the Church in 
the discharge of her teaching office, it is most unlikely (al-
though not absolutely excluded) that the Pope would be mis-
taken when, without using his supreme and infallible authority, 
he Imposes a doctrine on all the faithfui,II8 
Last, but not least, of the ordinary Mag~sterium of the 
Popes one should note carefully that, under due conditions, it 
can even be infallible. Namely, If over a prolonged period of 
time the same doctrine is repeated by several Roman Pontiffs, 
this becomes in effect an infalhble teaching, to which absolute 
assent is due.1111 What is more, for this to come to pass it is 
not necessary, we venture to suggest, that the Popes have 
been exercising on those occasions thetr universal Magisterium, 
have been addressing the entire Church-it ts enough if the 
Pontiffs were speaking as the local Bishop of Rome to the 
faithful of the diocese of Rome.60 
1>7 Cf Humani genens, m AAS 42 (1950) 568; N C W C. Engilsh trans!, 
n 20. 
liS Cf FllograsS!, De Sanctsss:ma Eucharistw, 64-67, A. Cotter, S J, TM 
Enc:.•clscal 'Humans genens' ~mth a Commentary (2nd ed, Weston, 1952) 
74-75, 79-82; Lercher, op nt, 1, nn 498-501 
119 Cf P Nau, 0 S B, Le llfagutCre Pontsjical ordmrure, l1eu thtologique, 
in RT 56 (1956) 389-412, J. De Gwbcrt, S J , De Chnsti Ecdesia (2nd 00, 
Rome, 1928) 308, Fllograss1, op at, 66, M Scheebcn, Handbuch der katho-
lssehen Dogmatlk, I (2nd ed, edJ.tcd by M Grabmann, Fre1burg m Bre!Sgau, 
1948) n 433• "Als Knterien des e1genthchen Glaubensdogmas gelten , • , 
spe:~aell die notonsche, konstante Glaubenstrad!Uon der rOmischen Kirche" 
60 Nau, art Cit, 405-406, requ!Ces that the Popes be exerCISlllg, in eifeet, 
15
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After these preliminaries we may now consult the ordinary 
papal Magisterium as to the Marian interpretation of Gen. 
3, 15. One may begin with a response of the Biblical Com-
mission, whose decrees participate in the authority of the 
Pope's ordinary Magtsterium.61 Replying to a query about the 
historical character of the first three chapters of Genesis, the 
Commission in 1909 gave us to understand, and the same 
Commission's letter of 1948 to Cardinal Suhard as well as the 
Encyclical Humani generis later confirmed, that these chapters 
contain a number of fundamental teachings of the Christian 
religion, truths presupposed for the economy of salvation, 
among which, the 1909 decree expressly states, is ('the promise 
of a future Redeemer." 62 Now the only passage in the first 
three chapters of Genesis which could constitute such a prom-
ise is our Gen. 3, 15. We gather, then, that this verse belongs 
to the ''inspirata per se/' and is therefore a uzocus tkeologi-
cus." 63 This is confirmed by the manner in which the Popes 
use the Protoevangeliumj as we sha11 see, they treat it as a 
"dogmatic" text. 
A text, however, can be a "dogmatic" text, a 1'locus theo-
logicus," even when the truth tt is meant to convey was not 
their uniHrsal Mag15tenum, but thiS docs not seem to square with the 
thought of Irenaeus, which Nau had earl1er reported (391-302) With approval 
61Cf. DB n 2113, Cotter, op cit, 80, Unger, art at, m MS 1 (1950) 
106, Lercher, oP at, 1, n 502, CBQ 17 (1955) 450-451 
62See the Rc~ponsc of the Bibhc:U Conurnssmn, June 30, 1909, ad dubmm 
III, m EB n 338 and DB 2123, Rome and the Study of Scripture, 121 Also, 
the Bibllcal CommiSSIOn's Letter to Cardmal Suhard, Jan 16, 1948, in EB n, 
581 and DB n 2302, Rome attd the Study of ScnPttm, 150 Also, Ptus XII, 
Enc Human~ genem, m A4S 42 (1950) 576-577, NCIVC. English trans! n 
39 Cf Cotter, op czt, 88-89, 106-107 
63Cf. K Prumm, SJ, tn Blbl31 (1950) 517, Cotter, op at, 89, tdem, 
Theologm Fundamtntalu (2nd ed, Weston, 1947) 595-598 Hence, among 
other thmgs, Gen 3, 15 has the purpose of teacbmg, it IS not one of those 
passages which Ben ott says propose, e g, merely to touch the heart, appease, 
console • • , Cf. P Ben01t, O.P, L'lnsp:ratwn, m A Robert, A, Tricot, 
editors, Imtmlton Btbhque (3rd ed, Paris, 1954) 20-21 
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revealed in the strict sense of the word. If, namely, God in-
spired a hagiographer to write and assert something which he, 
the human author, had come to know naturally or had even 
only surmised, this is called revelation in a wider sense.64 A 
truth asserted in Holy Writ derives from revelation strictly 
so cailed only if it had been previously manifested by God, 
through a r<[ocutio proprie dicta," either to the hagiographer 
or to someone before him 
It is worth asking, which is the case with the promise of 
the Redeemer made in the Protoevangelium- revelation 
strictly so called, or widely so called? According to the Magis-
terium, it is a case of the former, revelation strictly so called; 
Gen 3, 15 is not a mere expression of humanly acquired 
knowledge or human surmise, whose truth God guaranteed 
by inspiring the hagiographer to assert it For the context of 
the 1909 response of the Biblical Commission requires one 
to understand that the promise of the Redeemer was mani-
fested to our first parents.65 Such, too, is the mind of the 
Popes when, for example, they speak of this promise having 
been given at the dawn of the world's history.66 
According to the Magisterium, therefore, our text reports,' 
64 Cf Lercher, &jJ c1t, 1, n, 568, coll n 549 
65 Cf K Prumm, B:bl 31 (1950) 515, note 1 Peinador, art at, m ASC 
4 (1951) 30, m dJscus~mg problems as to the h1stonclty of the account of the 
Fall m GeneSlS, remarks that, even 1f one supposed that the entire narrative 
of the Fall of our first parents was a pure symbol adopted by the mspired 
author to teach us m some fa~h10n the truths he WiShed to convey, and even 
in the supposltlon that all transpu:ed m the mtellectual region between the 
Tempter and our first parents, the d1vine words remam mtact, just as do 
those we frequently meet 1n the prophets and which they received in a 
vwon or through the mfusion of mtellectual species 
66 Cf, e g, Leo XIII, quoted supra, note 2, or, agam, Ptus IX, Inef!a· 
bdis Deus, which descnbes Gen 3, 15 as "the words by l'lhich at the begin· 
ning of the l'IOrld God announced llis mt'rcJful remedu~s prepared for the 
regeneration of mankmd", quoted from W Doheny, CSC, ]. Kelly, edltors, 
Papal Documents on Mary (Milwaukee, 1954) 17, Latin te,;t in A Tondml, 
edltor, Le Enad1che Manane (2nd ed, Rome, 1954) 42. 
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with at least substantial fidelity to God's words, a divine 
revelation strictly so called, wherein God promised to our first 
parents one who would redeem the human race.67 Thus Gen. 
3, 15, indeed a Protoevangelium, has an eschatological or pro~ 
phetic character; also a soteriological character, since it is a 
promise of religious salvation for mankind i and a Christo~ 
logical character, since this religious salvation is to be wrought 
by an individual, the Redeemer.68 
Our next question is, does the Protoevangelium have, ac-
cording to the Magisterium, also a Mariological character, 
does it refer not only to our divine Savior but also to His 
Blessed Mother? 
Such was the belief and teaching of the first Pope known 
to us as referring to Gen. 3, 15, St. Leo the Great (d. 461). 
In a sennon on Christ's Nativity, he stated: 
God ... , as soon as the diabolical wickedness killed us by 
the pOison of tts envy, at the very beginnings of the world signi-
fied beforehand (praesignavtt) the remedies prepared by His 
mercy for renewmg us mortals; announcing to the serpent the 
future seed of the woman, which would crush (conteret) by its 
power the haughtiness of the gutlty head, namely, signifying 
Christ who was to come in the flesh, God and man, who, born 
of the Virgin, would by Hts incorrupt b1rth condemn the violator 
of the human race.69 
Laurentin acknowledges this to be a Christo-Marian inter-
pretation of Gen. 3, 15.70 Besides understandmg Christ as the 
future seed of the woman which, by its own power, would 
crush the devil's haughty head, St Leo identifies the woman 
67 Cf K Prumm, BWl 31 (1950) 515-516 
68 In the abo'e termmology we fol1ow J Coppens, art ctl, ETL 26 
(1950) 12. 
69 Smno 22 de natw1tate Dommi,• PL 54, 194A. 
'lO Cf. Laurentm, art dt, 121, coli 98, 
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of Gen 3, )5 as the Virgin Mother of Christ, and notes that 
this virginity was foretold in the prophecy. "What is more," 
says Father Unger, "the very fact that the Savior was born 
in a virginal manner was a condemnation of the Devil who 
violated the human race, namely by vitiating the seed of Adam 
and infecting all men with original sin." 71 Some of Leo's 
ideas and wording were later echoed in the Bull on the Im-
maculate Conception, Ine!Jabilis Deus.12 
If one accepts Laurentin's rigorous re-evaluation of the 
patristic interpretation of Gen. 3, 15, St. Leo, besides being 
the first Pope to espy a Marian sense in the Protoevangehum, 
would even seem to be the first Western Father to do so, with, 
moreover, only four predecessors, at most, among the Greek 
Fathers 73 
' The next Pope to comment on Gen. 3, 15 was, so far as we 
know, St. Gregory the Great (d. 604) But his is merely a 
moral-allegorical interpretation, onented toward practical ap-
plications.74 While not testifying to the Christo-Marian sense 
of the te.·•:t, neither does Gregory exclude it 75 
As the next papal exponent of the \1:arian interpretation 
we may cite, perhaps, Paul V, in hts Bull of Oct 28, 1615, 
Immensac bonitatis (on the erection of a chapel in the Basilica 
of St Mary Major): 
She [the Mother of God], having been pointed out before-
hand (antea praemonstrata) by so many figures, visions and 
prophecies of the prophets ... , by her salutary fecundtty freed 
us from capbvtty and, the head of the serpent having been 
crushed, she, clothed wtth the sun, having the moon for her 
71 Unger, The. Ftrst-Gospel, 202 
72 Cf •but, 201. 
73Namely, Serapion of ThmuiS, Epiphanlus, Isidore of Pelusium, Pseudo-
Chrysostom, cf Laurentln, art cit, 106 
74 Cf. Laurentln, art. Cit, 122 
75 Cf Unger, op ut, 208 
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footstool, vtctonous and triumphant, deserved to be crowned 
wtth a crown of t\\elve stars and, having been exalted above the 
choirs of angels, to be called the Queen of heaven and earth.76 
Paul links up Gen. 3, 15 with A poe. 12, and seems to un-
derstand both passages as having a truly Marian sense. 
Pope Leo XII, in his Brief Etsi Dei Filius, Sept. 1, 1826, 
quoted approvingly the following passage from St. Bernard's 
sermon On the Twelve Stars: "She is the woman promised of 
old by God as the one who would crush the head of the ancient 
serpent with her virtuous foot. The serpent, in many deceits, 
lay in wrut for her heel, but in vain, for she alone crushed aU 
heresy." 77 
In hts Encyclical Ubi primum, Feb 2, 1849, which directed 
the bishops of the universal Church to inform him what was 
the belief of thetr. clergy and fatthful and what their own belief 
concermng the Immaculate Conception, Pope Pius IX stated 
that Mary "crushed the head of the ancient serpent with her 
virtuous foot." 78 
This assertion, and two similar ones in the same Pontiff's 
~ 
Bull on the Immaculate Conception, lnejjabilis Deus,19 do not 
76 Bullarmm Romanum, 12 (Turm, 1867) 346 Two sermons by Hono, 
rius Ill (d 1227) exh1b1t a JI.Ian:m mterpretabon of Gen 3, IS, but they 
seem to have been wntten before Hononus became Pope, d, Laurentm, art 
fit' 134 
'i7 Bullam Romam Contmuatto, 8 (Prato, 1854) 464, the brief confirmed 
the rule and consbtubons of the Congrcgabon of Oblates of the Blessed 
\"trg1n Mary The passage taken from St Bernard's Sermo infra octavam 
Assumpltonu (PL IBJ, 431CD) is evaluated by Laurentm, art ctt, 127, as "a 
Manan application 1n the !me of the Chnstological intexpretahon The divine 
maternity has tnumpbed over all here5les" 
18 For the Latm te"tt, cf Tonduu, op nt, 4 
iD "Dcceb:lt omnino, ut vel ab ipsa onginabs culpae !abe plane im-
mum.s ampilss!mum de anbquo serpente tnumphum referret tam venerabili.s 
Mater • Profess! sunt (Patrcs), glor!OS1SS!mam \'trgmem fu!Sse , a Deo, 
quando ad serpentcm :u.t, lnlmiCibas ponam mtcr te et muherem, praedictam, 
quae procul dub1o venenatum e;usdem serpentis caput contnvit", ADSC 6 
(Fre1burg m Br, 1882) 835b, 840d, Tondm1, op ctl, 30, 46 
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derive from the Vulgate's reading of Gen. 3, 15, uipsa (can--
teret • . . )." Neither Pius IX nor any of the later Popes who 
invoke our text argue from tpsa; indeed, they do not quote the 
last member of the verse at all, even with ipse or ipsum.80 
Still less are the above-mentioned statements merely accom-
modating the Protoevangelium to Mary.81 They are to be 
understood in the light of the following passage of the Bull 
lneffabilts Deus, which is the chief one for our subject: 
Now, Fathers and writers of the Church, taught by the 
heavenly '\'lords, had nothing more at heart than, vying with one 
another, to preach and exalt-through books wntten to explam 
the Scriptures, to vindicate the aogmas, and to instruct the 
faithful-m many wonderful ways the Virgin's utter sanctity, 
dignity, and immunity from all stain of sin, and her glonous 
VIctory over the foulest enemy of the human race. 
For this reason, in explainmg the words by which God, an-
nouncing beforehand at the very beginrungs of the world the 
remedies prepared by His mercy for renewing us mortals, both 
beat down the audacity of the deceitful serpent and marvelously 
raised up the hope of our race, saying: 'I will put enmlttes be-
tween you and the woman, and between your seed and her 
seed,' they taught that this dtvme prophecy had clearly and 
patently pointed out beforehand (praemonstratum juisse) the 
merciful Redeemer of the human race, the only-begotten Son 
60 The members of the specml tommiss!On appomted by Pms IX to study 
the definabili.ty of the I=aculate Conceptton carefully diStinguished the first 
part of Gen 3, IS from the last, in which they read ipsa, JUdgmg the latter 
inefficacious, they retained as demonstrattve only the first part of the verse; 
cf, P, Bonnetain, ImmacuUe Conception, in SDBl, fasc 19 (1943) 252, J. B 
Carol, op at, 111-118, T Gallus, Interprelatto Mariologica Protoevangdii 
Posttndentma, 2 (Rome, 1954) 299-300, 316 
81 Speakl.ng of the passage quoted supra, note 79, "Professi sunt • ," 
A. De Guglielmo, O.F M, Mary m the Protoevangelmm, m CBQ 14 (1952) 
112, mistal..enly asserts that Pms IX "IS resorttng to accommodatmn, Slilce 
he speaks of Mary as cru.shmg the head of the serpent, an actton the sacred 
text exphcltly ascnbes to the seed of the woman." 
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of God, Jesus Christ, and designated (designatam) His most 
blessed 1\Iother, the VIrgin Mary, and at the same time pro-
jected m sharp relief the selfsame enmity of both against the 
devil (ipsissimas utrzusque contra diabotum inimiat:as insigmter 
express as), Hence, just as Chnst, the mediator between God 
and man, having assumed human nature, cancellmg the decree 
against us, nruled it triumphantly to the cross, so the most holy 
VIrgin, united with Him by a most intimate and indissoluble 
bond, together with Him and through Him everlastingly at war 
with and most completely triumphing over the poisoncms ser-
pent, crushed lus head with her immaculate foot.82 
According to this celebrated passage, then, a number of 
Fathers and ecclesiastical writers taught that the prophecy, 
"I Will put enmity between you and the woman, between your 
seed and her seed," refers to the Blessed Mother in some truly 
Scriptural sense, not by mere accommodation.83 The Proto-
evangelium joins Mary with Christ in the struggle against 
Satan, and since Christ was completely victorious in that 
struggle, so too was Mary, whence she may rightly be satd to 
have crushed, together wtth Chnst and through Him, the ser-
pent's head.84 
82 This intentJ.onally qu1te literal translation is our own. The original 
Lab.n may be seen in ADSC 6, 839cd, Tondmi, op at, 42. De Guglielmo, 
art Cit, 111, m g1vmg "the pertinent passages" of the Bull, overlooks the 
latter half of the above quotatJ.on ("Hence, just as Christ • her 1mmaculate 
foot") This author, 1t should be remarked, does not deny that the Bull 
lneffab1l:s Deus upholds a Marian mterpretatJ.on of Gtn 3, 15, he merely 
denies that the Bull sustains the \iew that the Protoevangelium deals with 
Mary m "the dl.l'ect literal sense." 
83 Cf Bea, art cit, Mm 15 (1953) 18 
84 Cf Bonnetam, art. at, 251. Hence, even if the Vulgate's reading 1psa 
be philologtcally mcorrect, It is fruthful to the sense and spmt of the Proto-
e~angehum; cf Gallus, lnterpretatw Jfanologica Protoevangd~t Postlrtden-
tma, 2 (Rome, 1954) 318-319, Carol, op Cit, 116-117, Bonnetam, art cit, 
241, 250, 252. InCidentally, It IS not yet settled that the translation ipsa IS 
grammatically madmisslble, cf BrmUnne, art dt, m Vgl 3 (1955) 19-22, 
and Coppens' comment thereon, in the same volume, p 104, note 16. 
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Pius IX did not simply adduce, without approving, this 
Marian interpretatiOn of Gen. 3, 15 on the part of some Fathers 
and ecclesiastical wnters. He agreed with and endorsed it.85 
He relied on it to argue the Immaculate Conception from Holy 
Writ 86 Exercising his ordinary magistermm, the Sovereign 
Pontiff made it his own, clothed it with his own authority, in 
such wise as to give us an authentic and binding, though not 
of itself mfallible, Marian, as well as Christological, interpre-
tation of the Protoevangelium 87 This has been established 
by careful studies of the text of the Bull and of its historical 
genesis,88 Particularly significant is the fact that when later 
the Bull twice sums up the doctrinal consideratiOns which 
warranted the solemn definition of the Immaculate Conception, 
it mentions Sacred Scripture in the first place and as distinct 
from Tradition,89 as Pope Pms XII noted and confirmed in the 
Encyclical Fulgens Corona.9° From the structure of the Bull 
and from the history of tts formation, it is clear that in the 
85 As De Gughelmo, art at, 112, acl.no\\>ledges. 
86As R1gaux, art nt, 323-324, and Coppens, art at, ETL 26 (1950) 
6, concede, w1thout, ho\\>ever, recognll!mg the bmdmg force of thts papal teach-
Ing on Gen 3, 15 The request \\h1ch Coppens there makes for norms m 
mterprebng pontifical documents has smce been met by M Pemador, La 
Bula 'Mumjicent1ss:mus Deus,' m EM 12 (1952) 22-25, cf 1dem, EphM 1 
(1951) 40, note 19. 
87 Cf, eg, M Pemador, De Bullu 'lneffab'lits Deus' et '.JfumjicentiSS!mus 
Deus' ad mmcem comparatiS, 1n Ephllf 4 (1954) 186-197 The moral unan-
inuty Which has come about m the course of the last century on the the.o;is 
that Gen 3, 15 refers to Mary m some genuinely Biblical sense IS brgely due 
to the influence of the lneffabdiJ Deus and attests to a general recogmtion 
that Ptus LX was spealmg authontabvely. 
88 Cf Bea, art at, in Vgl 3 (1955) 4·9, 17, 1dem, art crt, Mm 15 
(1953) 2-3, 17-19, Carol, op Cit, 105-121, G FtlograsSI, ll dogma dell'lm-
macolata nrll'Enc)•clua 'Fulgens Corona', in Gr 36 (1955) 11-13 
89 Cf ADSC 6, 841c, 842b, Tondmi, op c1t, SO, 52. 
90 Encychcal commemoratmg the tOOth anmversary of the defimbon of 
the Immaculate Conception by procla1mmg a Marian Year, Fulgtns corona, 
Sept 8, 1953; ASS 45 (1953) 582, Tonduu, op at, 738, 
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eyes of Pius IX the Protoevangelium ranked as the chief Bib-
lical basts for the dogma of the Immaculate Conception. 91 
Although Pms IX authoritatively taught that "the woman" 
of Gen. 3, 15 refers in some truly Scriptural sense to Mary, he . 
did not determine the precise nature of that sense, and so left 
scholars free to debate whether it is the dtrect literal sense, 
the plenary sense, or the typical sense.92 
In his allocution of July 1, 1867, to bishops assembled in 
Rome, Pms IX announced his intention of placing the im-
pending Vatican Council under the patronage of Mary, "be-
neath whose foot the head of the serpent was put from the 
beginnings of time." 93 
A Martan mterpretation of Gen 3, 15 underlies the fol-
lowing passage of Leo XIIPs Rosary Encydical Augustissimae 
V:rginis, Sept. 12, 1897: "When, in the beginning of the human 
race, the parents of mankind fell into sin, involving their 
descendants in the same rum, she [Mary] was Set up as the 
pledge of the restoration of peace and salvation." 94 Under 
the same Pontiff, the Sacred Congregation of Indulgences ap-
proved, Feb. 1, 1896, a prayer mvoking the Blessed Vtrgin as 
"victorious over the infernal serpent from the beginning of 
your existence."~~~ Leo's epistle Da molte parti, May 26, 1903, 
which appointed a commission of Cardinals to prepare for 
celebrating the fiftieth anniversary of the definition of the 
Immaculate Conception, concluded wtth a prayer contaimng 
91 Cf Bca, Carol, FdograSS!, ub: supra, 
~~~ Cf Bea, art ell, m l'gl J (1955) 9-16; idem, art e~t, Aim IS (1953) 
19-20 M Pemador, art cit, Ill ASC 4 (1951) 22 "The Bull lnef!ablliS Deus, 
abo\C all, lea\CS no doubt that, If one IS to see Mary m thlS prophecy, It 
has to be preosely ill the word 'woman,' who is opposed by God to the 
serpent-tempter there IS no accord among Cathohcs on the manner In 
which Mary IS designated, whether ill the literal or typical or full seru;e " 
93 ADSC 7, 1043h 
94Doheny-Kelly, op at, 122-123, Latm text in Tondilll, op at, 258 
IM Cf II Mann, S J, ed, Documentos mananos (:Madnd, 1954) n 439 
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these words: "The wicked serpent, against whom the primal 
curse was hurled, continues none the less to wage war and to 
lay snares for the unhappy children of Eve. Ah, do thou, our 
blessed Mother, our Queen and Advocate, who from the first 
instant of thy conception didst crush the head of our enemy, 
receive the prayers ... " 116 
Among other references to Gen. 3, 15 in a Marian sense, 
St. Pius X's Encyclical on the jubilee of the definition of the 
Immaculate Conception, Ad diem illum, Feb. 2, 1904, has the 
following: ' 
Adam looked to Mary crushing the serpent's head, and he 
restrained the tears which the malediction brought to hiS eyes . 
. , • We shrmk with horror from saying, as Denis the Carthusian 
so well expresses it, that 'this woman who was to crush the head 
of the serpent should have been crushed by him and that the 
Mother of God should have ever been a daughter of the Evil 
One.'ll7 
A prayer in the same Pontlff1s Apostolic Letter Quae ad 
fidei, Mar. 41 19101 speaks of Mary as 110ur Mother1 who 
didst crush the head of the serpent with thy virginal foot." 98 
In a homily delivered at St Peter's1 May 13, 1920, Bene-
dict XV declared: 
These two things are intimately and necessarily bound to-
gether, to have compassion with the torments of Jesus and to 
have compassion With the suffenngs of Mary. For, as the first 
Adam had a woman as his associate in the Fall, so the second 
96 Cf Jbtd, n 479 ThiS prayer was later enriched with an Indulgence 
(S C. Ind, Jan 11, 1905, S P, Ap, Feb 2, 1934), and appears m the 
Enchindton lndulgentiarum (lnd ed, Vatican C1ty, 1952), n 368, cf also n 
345. 
01Doheny-Kelly, op ell, 137, 143, Labn m Tonduu, op at, 308, 316 
Cf Unger, The F~rst-Gospel, 11-72, 
98 AAS 2 (1910) 226 
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Adam willed that there participate in the reparation of our sal-
vation she whom, by styling her 'Woman' from the Cross, He 
declared to be the second Eve, that is, the ineffably sorroWing 
Mother of all men, for whom He was dying, to win life for 
them,99 
Here, as Baumann remarks, "the Pope gives John 19, 26-
27 a Messianic significance, in that he exhibits the testament 
of the dying Savior as the fulfillment of the prophecy in Para-
dise. . . Benedict XV, by reference to the principium con-
sortii ('participem'), outlines the connections between Gen. 3, 
15 and John 19, 26-27 .•. ,11 1uo 
The Encyclical of Pius XI on Atheistic Communism, Divini 
Redemptoris, Mar. 19, 1937, which begins with a Christolog-
ical interpretation of the Protoevangelium, later adds a Marian 
interpretation of the same passage: 
The promtse of a Redeemer brightens the first page of the 
hiStory of mankind ... Nevertheless, the struggle between good 
and evil remained in the world as a sad legacy of the ongmal 
fall. Nor has the ancient tempter ever ceased to deceive man-
kind with false promises. • • . The evil which today torments 
humamty can be conquered only by a world-wide crusade of 
prayer and penance •••. Implore also the powerful intercessiOn 
of the Immaculate V1rgin who, having crushed the head of the 
serpent of old, remains the sure protectress and mvincible 
'Help of Christians ' 101 
As an early indication of the mind of Pius XII on our sub-
99 AAS 12 (1920) 224 
100 A. Baumann, Mana lllatu nostra sjJmtualts Eme theologische Unter-
suchung uber d1e gtistlge Multerschaft Markns 1n den Aussuungtn der 
Piipste vom Tndentmum bts heute (Brixen, 1948) 56-57. 
101AAS 29 (1937) 65-66, 96, NCWC EngliSh translation, nn 1-2, 59. 
For rele~ant prayers enriched, with indulgences under Ptus XI, see supra, 
note 96. 
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ject, we may quote from a prayer indulgenced by the Sacred 
Penitentiary Apostolic on May 20, 1941: 
Oh most holy Vtrgm who, predestined to become the Mother 
of God, were preserved from origmal sin , , Contemplatmg you 
in the magnificent act of cruslung the proud head of the 
infernal serpent, Heaven exults, earth rejoices 102 
According to the Apost. Constit Muntficentissimus Deus, 
Nov. 1, 1950, in its summation of the doctrinal considerations 
warranting the defimtion of the Assumption, the latter truth 
"is based on the Sacred Scriptures " 103 This Biblical basis 
had been set forth by Pius XII in the immediately preceding 
paragraphs: 
All these arguments and constderattons of the Holy Fathers 
and the theologians are based on the Sacred Scriptures as on 
their ultimate foundatiOn. Indeed, the Scriptures place before 
our eyes, as it "ere, the gracrous Mother of God as most closely 
• united with her divine Son, and as always shanng His lot 
Therefore tt seems well nigh impOSSible to thmk of her, who 
conceived Chnst, brought Htm forth, nursed Him with her own 
milk, held Htm in her arms and clasped Him to her bosom, as 
being, after her hfe upon earth, separated from Him, if not in 
soul, yet in body. 
But most espectally to be recalled is this, that from the 
second century on, the VIrgm Mary is proposed by the Holy 
Fathers as the New Eve most intimately associated with, while 
subject to, the New Adam in that struggle with the mfemal foe 
which, as IS foretold in the Protoevangehum, was to result in 
fullest victory over sin and death, which are always coupled one 
with the other m the wrttings of the Apostle to the Genhles (cf. 
Rom 5-6, 1 Cor 15, 21-26, 54-57). Therefore, just as the 
gloricms resurrection of Chnst was nn essential part and the 
102 Enchmd1on lndulgentwrum (2nd ed, Vatican C1ty, 1952) n 373 
103 AAS 42 (1950) 769 "quae \entas Sacns L1ttcr!S inmt:J.tur" 
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crowmng memorial of this victory, so too the struggle which the 
Blessed VIrgin had in common With her Son had to culminate in 
the 1glorification' of her virginal body; for, as the same Apostle 
says, 'when thlS mortal body puts on Immortality, then shall 
come to pass the word that lS wntten, "Death IS swallowed up in 
victory"' (1 Cor. 15, 54) 
Hence the venerable Mother of God, from all eternity joined 
in a mystenous way with Jesus Christ 1by one and the same 
decree' (lneffabilis Deus) of predestination, unmaculate in her 
conception, a most perfect vugin in her divine motherhood, the 
selfless associate of the divine Redeemer, He who triump-hed com-
pletely over sin and Its consequences, did obtam at last, as the 
supreme crown of her privileges, that she should be preserved 
free from the corruption of the tomb and that, like her Son 
before her, havmg Dvercome death, she might be taken up body 
and soul to the supernal glory of heaven, where as Queen she sits 
in splendor at the right hand of her Son, the immortal King of 
the ages (cf. 1 TJm 1, 17) 104 
The great majority of commentators on this profound pas-
sage-among them, some who had been members of the spe-
cial commission appointed by Pius XII to prepare the dog-
matic definition of the Assumption 105-have rightly recognized 
it as another papal avowal of the Marian interpretation of the 
Protoevangelium,108 wherein, however, the Sovereign Pontiff 
104The translation is our own, for the Latin te'l[t cf AAS 42 (1950) 
767-769 
106 E g, A Bea, S J , C BahC, 0 F M , P Parente The names of the 
fourteen members of the commission are ghen in OR Dec 9-lO, 1950, cf 
Mane 4 (1951) 39, note 5 
100 Cf, e g, A Bea, La S Scnttura 'ultuno Jondamento' del domma dd-
l'Assun:lone, m CC 101 (1950) 547-561; idem art czl,, m Mm 15 (1953) 1-2, 
17-19, C BahC, De Constttutione Apostolu:a 'Mun1jicenttsnmus Deus,' m 
Ant 26 (1951) 27, P Parente, La gtust1jica::one teologica della dejinizione 
dommatica dell'Assun:wne, m SM 8 (1954) 20-21; G Ftlograsst, Constttutio 
Apostolica 'Mumjicenllsnmus Deus' de Assumptwne Beatae Manae VJrgjnis, 
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does not determine whether the prophecy bears on Mary in 
the literal, or full, or typical sense.107 uThe Pope here asserts 
that in Sacred Scripture there is revealed the concept of the 
strict union of Mary with her Son, that is, the single decree 
which associates both in the same lot. This decree is adum-
brated precisely in the Protoevangelium: in Gen. 3, 15 the 
Pope sees therefore a Christological sense and a Mariological 
sense/' los 
A few have denied that the above passage of Muuificentis-
simus Deus espouses the Marian interpretation of our text, 
but it seems needless to delay on this controversy, because 
Pius XII made his mind on the Protoevangelium indisputably 
clear in the Encyclical Fulgens Corona, Sept. 8, 1953: 
In the first place, the foundation of thts doctrine [the Im-
maculate ConceptiOn] 1s to be found in Sacred Scripture, in 
which God, Creator of all tbmgs, after ,the sad fall of Adam 
speaks to the serpent, the tempter and corrupter, in these words, 
wbtch not a few Fathers, Doctors of the Church and very many 
approved mterpreters refer to the Vugm Mother of God· 'I will 
put enmities between you and the woman, and between your 
seed and her seed , , .' (Gen. 3, 15) Now, if at any time the 
Blessed Virgm Mary had been, because contaminated in her 
conception by the herechtary stam of sin, destitute of diVIne 
grace, for that moment at least, however brief, there would not 
have come between her and the serpent that perpetual enmity 
spoken of from earliest 'tradtbon' down to the time of the solemn 
in Gr. 31 (1950) 511-514, M. Pemador, De argumento scnpturistico in bulla 
dogmattro de Assumpt~ane, m EphM 1 (1951) 27-44, idem, Mds sobrt tl 
argumtnto escnturlsttco en la Bula 'MumfictntlSsimus Deus', in EphM 1 
(1951) 395-404,] B Carol, OF.M, The APostolk ConstitutiOn 'Munifictn~ 
tusimus Deus' and Our Blessed Lady's Cortdempt10n, m AER 125 (1951/ll) 
255-273; D Unger, Th~ Fsrst-Gospel, 72-SZ, 305-314 
lOiCf eg, Pemador, art ot, EphM 1 {1951) 36, note 13, c 
108p Parente, in ED 7 (1954) 18 
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definition of the Vtrgm's Immaculate Conception, but rather a 
certain subjection.109 
Thus Pius XII, recalling and making his own the Marian 
mterpretatwn of Getz 3, 15 found in not a few Fathers, etc., 
uses it to vindicate his assertion that there is a Biblical basis 
for the doctrine of the Immaculate Conception; he does not, 
however, commit himself on the question whether the text deals 
with the Blessed Mother in the literal, the typical, or the full 
sense.110 The same Pope reiterated his position in a radio 
message to members of the Italian Catholic Action, Dec. 8, 
1953: 
Already after the fall of Adam, the first announcement of 
Mary, according to the interpretation of not a few Holy Fathers 
and Doctors, tetls us of enmibes between her and the serpent, 
the adversary of God and man. , , . Mary immaculate has 
crushed the head of the serpent, the tempter and the wrrupter.111 
So far as the present writer knows, Pope John XXIII has 
not yet found occasion to unfold the meaning of Gen. 3, 15. 
But, in our judgment, his predecessors have already settled 
the matter. The thesis that the Protoevangelium refers in 
some genuine Scriptural sense to Mary is authoritatively 
taught by the universal ordinary Magisterium of the Popes 
(in the documents Inefjabtlis Deus, Ad diem illum, Munificep-
tissimus Deus, Fulgetzs Corona) in such a way as to render 
the Marian interpretation at least morally certain and binding 
us to at least religious assent.112 
109'J'he translation lS our own, Latin tut in AAS 45 (1953) 579; d 
1btd, 582, on the Bull lneffabilis Deus. 
110 Cf G F!lograsst, ll dogma deU'lmmacolata neU'Encichca 'Fulgens 
Corona', in Gr 36 (1955) 7-11; M Pemador, AdnolalioJUS in encyclicam 
'Fulg~n! Corona', ID EphM 4 (1954) 21-22 
111AAS 45 (1954) 852. 
112 Similarly, e g, Pemador, Bea, repeatedly ID the1r articles cited through-
out thlS study; cf. also G Ftlogra5Sl, in Gr 41 (1960) 88·91. 
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Indeed, since the Marian interpretation can claim the sup-
port of every Pope for nearly a century, from Pius IX to Pms 
XII, it would seem to be infallibly guaranteed by this constant 
teaching of a long series of Bishops of Rome, who, moreover, 
were but echoing their forerunners, St. Leo I, Paul V, and 
Leo XIII. 
VERY REV MSGR. GEORGE W. SHEA 
Immaculate Co11ception SembJary 
Darltngton, N. J. 
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